Abstract-Past research projects on intelligent vehicles have already led to the development of a large number of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems. The current research focus is now shifting towards integration and adaptive automation systems that share the control between driver and the machine. Artificial co-drivers can be used for this scope, as tutors to provide holistic support to the driver. However the question of the accuracy and robustness of co-driver evaluations, with respect to perception noise, becomes critical.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Vehicles are becoming more and more complex every day [1] , [2] . One reason for complexity is the emergence of driver assistance functions of increasing sophistication, and, above all, the push for integration of many such functions into holistic driver support systems [3]- [6] . Another reason for complexity is the integrated nature itself of the aimed future systems. In facts, systems that support drivers on a holistic basis will be sort of driver companions, opening new aspects of human-machine interactions that are closely related to human-robot interaction [7] - [10] . This paper is part of the interactIVe project, which is a project of the European Framework Programme 7 tackling systematic integration of preventive and active safety functions. In particular we focus on a function called "continuous driver support" (subproject SECONDS). This function integrates many driver support functions for a large number of scenarios; e.g., it provides proper management of speed (including green driving advices) and lane keeping/changing in relation to road geometry, curvature, obstacles, etc. The continuous support function is intended to be a sort of tutor, which helps the driver in the appropriate moment and task, if and when necessary. It is realized by means of an artificial "co-pilot", which is smart enough to be able to Manuscript received July 19, 2010 . This work was supported in part by the European Commission under Grant FP7 246587 (interactIVe).
E. Bertolazzi produce humanlike motion plans, and thus to assess whether driver behaviour is consistent with one of the possible manoeuvres. We inherit the humanlike co-pilot idea from our previous work carried out in PReVENT [10] - [11] . However similar ideas (co-drivers/co-pilots/mentors/peers/tutors/h-metaphor) can be found also elsewhere: for example in the adaptive automation domain [12] , or the rider-horse metaphor [9] . For instance a simple co-pilot, which implements some elements of the rider-horse metaphor (essentially task repartition between driver and co-driver) is being implemented in project HAVEit [5] .
The structure of the co-pilot we are focusing on is based on the "sense-think-act" robotic paradigm [13] . In INSAFES project we named these three layers as perception (sense), decision (think) and action (act). The reader can refer to paper [10] for more details on our implementation and some additional literature. Of course, similar three layer structures are quite obvious and can be easily found in other Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (e.g., [36] ), as well as in autonomous vehicles [14] - [15] . Unlike autonomous vehicles the co-pilot of SECONDS produces humanlike manoeuvres [11] . It does not drive the car at all, but the similarity of co-pilot manoeuvres to human ones, makes it possible to interpret driver behaviour, somewhat like there were a human tutor in the car. This is how continuous driver support is born.
In the interactIVe project, as a preliminary activity, we began to tackle the problem of robustness of the co-pilot evaluations to noise in the perception platform. One scope was to set specifications on the accuracy of the perception platform. In facts, should the sensorial system perceive a distorted reality, the thereafter decision process of the codriver would be based on an inaccurate representation of the world. A discrepancy would appear between driver and codriver manoeuvres; which is due to inaccurate perception rather than driver incorrect behaviour, thus faking the "peer co-driver" approach itself. It would be just like having a "hallucinated" tutor.
In this paper we present an analysis of a first aspect of the problem, which concerns the robustness of co-driver recommendations to errors in the sensed vehicle speed. We carry out a sensitivity analysis for a curve negotiation scenario ( Fig.1 Fig.2 shows the system architecture of the continuous support function. Note the said three layers. Note also the "Reference Manoeuvre" block inside the Decision layer (i.e., one of the two blocks in the Application module). The Reference manoeuvre is indeed the output of the humanlike co-driver. It is named so because the manoeuvres computed by the co-driver are used as comparison bases to interpret driver behaviour, which is carried out in the following information warning and intervention (IWI) strategies block. The "Application" module overall implements the tutor functionality. The types of computed reference manoeuvres change according to the vehicle-driver-environment state. For example, in a curvy road the system will evaluate, among the others, one manoeuvre to keep the vehicle in the lane and properly negotiate the curve ahead, which is the most probable driver goal. Alternative goals can also be evaluated. For example in two-lanes scenarios both in-lane and lane change alternatives [10] can be computed to assist the driver in relation to what he chooses and to what is safer. The co-driver manoeuvres are based on a representation of the world called the Perception Horizon, which is produced by the perception layer (Fig.2) . The perception horizon fuses elements like the ego vehicle state (position, velocity, etc.), the environment (road geometry and attributes from the Advanced Driver Assistance Systems Interface Specifications (ADASIS) horizon [16] ), and other sensed vehicles and obstacles. It is thus clear that the quality of the representation of the world produced at the perception layer will have a profound influence on the quality of the reference manoeuvres and thus on the quality of the tutor inside the car. That is why in the first phase of the design of the continuous support function we decided to analyse the effects of errors in the perception horizon.
B. The co-pilot
Our implementation is explained in [11] , [17] - [19] . We summarize here the method in order to clarify the link between errors in the perception of the world and the reference manoeuvres. Of course there are many other methods for trajectory planning, e.g., [20] - [24] . In our case the reference manoeuvres are computed by means of optimal control in the real time. This means that the vehicle motion x(t) and related driver input u(t) are chosen to minimize a goal function J(.) over a planning receding horizon H (typically 200 meters ahead):
The function J(.) is the key to model humanlike manoeuvres. In facts human beings move smoothly [25] - [29] (i.e., they are jerk limited) and like accelerations within a predefined set, e.g., [30] - [34] . Our formulation for the optimal control criterion (1) combines the above criteria -preferred acceleration sets and jerk imitations -with quickness of motion, and is better described in [35] . We found it to produce manoeuvres that are quite similar to human ones [11] .
Here we note that in the optimal control criterion (1), p is a vector of parameters that depend on the driver-vehicleenvironment state, and which are thus set by the perception horizon (Fig.2) . In addition, in the optimal control problem, the motion of the vehicle x(t) and driver control u(t) that appear in (1) are constrained by the equations of motion of the vehicle (we use a bicycle-like model, see [11] for detailed equations):
which again may include parameters p that are related to the driver-vehicle-environment state. Moreover the motion x(t) must satisfy initial conditions that represent the origin vehicle state (again a dependency from parameters p defined by the perception platform),
Initial conditions: b(x(0), p) = 0
and must comply with final conditions that represent possible driver goals (as said there may be alternative goals and multiple co-driver manoeuvres):
Final conditions: e(x(H ), p) = 0
Lastly, trajectory constraints may hold during the motion, which take the form of inequality constraints, in which we can again identify parameters that depend on the environment, vehicle and driver:
g(x,u, p) < 0
The set of equations (1-5) is the co-driver, which, given driver-vehicle-environment parameters p, returns a reference manoeuvre. As said details of our implementations and of other motion planning methods can be found in the listed papers. What is important to stress here is the link, between parameters p and the reference manoeuvres x(t), u(t).
The IWI block (information warning and intervention strategies) will compare the co-driver reference manoeuvres x(t), u(t) with driver behaviour (just like a tutor) and issue warnings if driver behaviour is inconsistent with any of the possible manoeuvres (IWI could also suggest the best manoeuvre among the possible ones).
Since parameters p detected by the perception horizon are affected by noise, it is important to assess the robustness of co-driver manoeuvres to such noise, and this is done here for vehicle speed errors in a curve scenario.
C. Co-driver manoeuvres in a curve scenario
In this section we explain how the co-driver works in a curve negotiation manoeuvre, as in Fig.3 . Let us consider a vehicle approaching a curve at a given speed u 0 . Assume that the vehicle is at distance s 0 from the curve, with s 0 smaller than the planning horizon (Fig.3, point  A) . Let the co-driver compute a reference manoeuvre (Fig.4) with initial conditions matching current vehicle state, and in particular speed and acceleration. In the upper charts of Fig.4 the longitudinal speed and acceleration of the reference manoeuvre are shown. If s 0 is large enough, the reference speed may show an initial increase followed by a later reduction to negotiate the curve (Fig.4) . If the distance to the curve is smaller, there may be no such possibility to accelerate before the curve (Fig.5) . The lower chart in Fig.4 shows the co-driver longitudinal jerk (jerk is the longitudinal control input u in our model). The initial value of jerk represents the input a driver should produce to follow the co-driver speed and acceleration. In general the real driver will not follow the exact co-driver plans (e.g., Fig.5 ). However the co-driver continues to evaluate what the driver should do. In a certain sense the jerk evaluated by the co-driver is a measurement of the discrepancy between the acceleration set by the driver and the one the co-driver would prefer. Since we know that real drivers are likely to use a limited amount of longitudinal jerk [25] - [29] , [35] , [11] , we can in principle detect the ultimate moment in which a real driver can no longer follow the co-driver plan, just like a tutor understands that a driver should react quicker than he usually do/can [11] . 
III. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Suppose a car moves at constant velocity towards a curve as in the scenario depicted in Fig.3 . Let us compute the reference manoeuvres at various distances from the curve. Fig. 6 plots the co-driver initial jerk as function of distance s 0 from the curve, for different velocities and zero initial acceleration. We can see that jerk is affected by the curve only if the distance s is smaller than the planning horizon (A). If speed is low, e.g. u 0 = 75 km/h, speed is safe for curve negotiation, and the system computes a positive jerk, whichever the distance. However, starting from u0 = 90 km/h, there is a distance at which initial jerk becomes smaller than a threshold that we set here at -1.3 m/s 3 (this threshold is based on values found in previous work and might change). The points where jerk falls below the threshold, are marked with circles. They are the locations where the mismatch between driver and co-driver is big enough that warnings are going to be issued. For example, if the speed were 90 km/h, the warning would be issued at few meters before the curve, but if only the speed were 95 km/h the warning is going to be issued at about 50 m from the curve. Fig. 6 Co-driver longitudinal jerks at different distances s0 to the curve (above), and at different times to the curve (below). t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 and t5 are the warning times to the curve at the different velocities.
The lower chart in Fig. 6 plots the jerk as a function of the "time to the curve", which is defined as t = s 0 /u 0 , i.e., the time the vehicle would need to reach the beginning of the curve if no correction were applied. So, if the initial speed is 90 km/h, the threshold is reached at t 1 = 0.65 s from the curve. However, for 95 km/h the threshold is reached 1.9 s before the curve: 5 km/h of extra speed turns into 1.25 s anticipation of the warning. Proper timing is a critical aspect for human factors: 1 s delay may be critical, and 1 s anticipation may be annoying. For example, according to [36] a proper budget for the time error of the waning could be in the range of +/-0.3s. Should the positioning subsystem of the vehicle be inaccurate, that would cause inaccurate timing of the warnings, which cannot be corrected by any post-processing at the IWI stage. Fig. 7 plots the warning time to the curve as a function of vehicle velocity u 0 assuming that both acceleration and lateral velocity are zero. As seen, warning time is a function of vehicle velocity: t = f (u 0 ). At low velocities, zero warning time means that no warning is issued.
A. Sensitivity to errors in velocity estimation
Suppose now that the velocity u 0 is affected by an estimation error ∆u 0 , i.e., u 0 is the real velocity but the system computes the reference manoeuvre with respect to a measured velocity that is u 0 +∆u 0 . This causes an error in warning time which is approximately ∆t = f'(u 0 ) ∆u 0 . If the error ∆u 0 is assumed to be a Gaussian random variable with standard deviation σ u , then the error in the warning time is also Gaussian, with standard deviation σ t =|f'(u 0 )|σ u0 . Thus, we define the sensitivity coefficient of the warning time with respect to errors in longitudinal velocity as: 
The mathematical expectation for Δt 2 , assuming that no correlation exists between u and v errors, becomes:
Which shows that the error budget is, in principle, now split between u and v. Fig.9 shows the warning time (7) as a function of u and v. It is clear that for high longitudinal speed (compared to safe speed) the warning time is rather insensitive to lateral speed error. This is explained by the fact that the warning occurs far from the curve, and that a small amount of lateral velocity can be corrected without affecting the trajectory in the curve. However if the forward speed is slightly greater than the safe speed the warning occur when the vehicle is close to the beginning of the curve. In this case a small amount of lateral velocity can facilitate or make more difficult to enter the curve, depending on the sign of the lateral speed (i.e., pointing inwards or outwards) and on the distance from the curve. That is why the contour lines of the warning time take the complex behaviour depicted in Fig.9 . Fig. 7 . Warning times to the curve. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This work contributes to the understanding of how perception errors propagate into a holistic driver support system based on the co-driver approach. The sensitivity of the co-driver manoeuvres is analysed with respect to errors in longitudinal and lateral velocity. Results show that in the vicinity of the curve (for speed slightly greater than the safe speed) lateral velocity interferes with the longitudinal velocity to determine the warning time. As the speed is greater, the warning occurs far from the curve and moderate lateral velocity errors have a negligible effect.
We provide also an estimation of the error budget for the velocity. However this conclusion is optimistic because drawn on the assumption that, of the many parameters p that can affect co-driver manoeuvres, only the longitudinal velocity is noisy.
In fact this is not the case. Future work will have to address the whole set of noise factors, which inevitably force to split the error budget and will lead to tighter requirements for the perception horizon accuracy.
Among noisy parameters we identify three gross classes: 1) parameters related to the vehicle state (velocity, acceleration, heading angle etc.); 2) parameters related to the description of the environment and road network (for example accuracy of curvatures, slopes and the existence of useable surfaces beyond the lane markings); 3) parameters related to driver goals and driver styles (e.g., the specific driver acceleration willingness envelope).
